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Diphthengization and Coindezing

Bruce Hayes

UCLA

1. Introduction

The tree model of segment structure proposed by Clements (1985) 1 is
an important innovation in phonological theory, making possible a number

of interesting and arguably correct predictions about the form of

assimilation rules, locality of rule application, and the organization of

the distinctive feature system. Clements's proposal has given rise to an

expanding literature, including Sagey (1986), Schein and Steriade (1986),

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (forthcoming), and McCarthy (forthcoming).

In this paper, I argue that the tree model as it stands faces a

serious empirical shortcoming: it fails to provide an adequate account of

diphthongization rules, here defined as rules that convert a segment

(vowel or consonant) into a heterogeneous sequence. I propose a revised

tree model, which for clarity and explicitness uses coindexation rather

than association lines to indicate temporal association. I argue that my
proposal solves the diphthongization problem, and that it also makes it

This paper has benefited from the helpful comments of P. Keating, J.

McCarthy, I1. Steriade, and audiences at the University of Massachusetts, UC

Santa Cruz, and the Tucson conference. Thanks as well to Mona Lindau for
data and advice concerning Lund Swedish diphthongs.

1 Clements attributes the basic idea he develops to unpublished work

by Mohanan (1983) and Mascaró (1983).



possible to restrict the power of segment structure theory in the
following way: the "feature- bearing units" (Clements 1980) for any feature
are always elements of the prosodic tier, and not nodes in the segment
tree.

2. Theoretical Background

I assume here some version of "CV Phonology "; i.e. the theory
propounded in McCarthy (1979) and Clements and Keyser (1983), and its
formal descendants: X- theory (Levin 1985, Lowenstamm and Kaye 1986) and
moraic theory (Hyman 1985, McCarthy and Prince (forthcoming), Hayes
(forthcoming a)). The choice of prosodic theory will not be crucial here.
What will be important is a claim common to all three theories: long
segments are represented as single segments linked to two prosodic
positions. Using CV theory for concreteness, the representation of long
segments assumed here is illustrated under (1):

(1)a. /pp/ = C C b. /a:/ = V V
\ / \ /
p a

Such representations are enforced by the Obligatory Contour Principle
(McCarthy 1986).

A large body of evidence has been found in support of such doubly -
linked representations. For example, they largely solve the paradoxes of
length discussed in Kenstowicz (1970): long segments are units as far as
segmental quality goes, but sequences for purposes of prosodic rules.
Doubly -linked representations are also supported by psycholinguistic
evidence: in language games (Odden 1981, Clements 1986a) and speech
errors (Stemberger 1984), segments can "move," taking on the length
inherent to the location they move to. Further, the structures of (1)
sometimes contrast with sequences of two identical short segments created
by morpheme concatenation, and can exhibit phonologically different
behavior: the doubly -linked segments are unsplittable by epenthesis, and
are subject to the "Inalterability" phenomenon (Steriade 1982, Schein and
Steriade 1986, Hayes 1986). For a more thorough review of this evidence,
see Hayes (1986, 322 -330).

I also assume the correctness of "radical autosegmentalism"; that is,
of a theory in which representations contain a large number of tiers,
sufficient to express all assimilation processes as spreading. This idea
is also by now well supported. In particular, the classical arguments that
tone is on a separate autosegmental tier (Goldsmith 1976), such as
stability under deletion, can be replicated with other phonological
features (e.g. nasality, vowel features, laryngeal features, and place
features). Moreover, the arguments for doubly- linked long segments in CV
theory can be replicated for certain segment sequences that share only a
subset of their feature values (Steriade 1982, Ito 1986).

Probably the simplest version of radical autosegmentalism would be
one in which every feature occupies a separate tier and is linked

directly to the skeleton (CV or otherwise). In such a theory, a single
segment would appear as in (2a), and a sequence of segments would be
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depicted (awkwardly, since the representation has three dimensions) as in

(2b):

(2)a. [A] [B]

\ /
[D] -C -[E]

/ \

[F] [G]

b. [A] [B] [A] [B] [A] [B] [A] [B] [A] [B]
\ / \ / \ / \ / \ /

[D]-C-[E]D]-V-[E]D]-C-[E]D]-V-[E]D]-C-[E]
/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \

[F] [G] [F] [G] [F] [G] [F] [G] [F] [G]

I will refer to this theory as the "Bottlebrush Theory," since the CV tier

in it resembles the spine of a bottlebrush, with individual features

occurring in rows branching off of it.

While the Bottlebrush Theory enables all features to behave

autosegmentally, it is subject to a serious defect. In phonological rules,
features form characteristic groupings: for instance, the features

describing place of articulation often are collectively altered in rules of

place assimilation (cf. the common use of the ad hoc formalism
"[a place] "). Similarly, the laryngeal features can act together in

assimilation and other rules; as can the supralaryngeal features, the

features responsible for place and manner (e.g. they spread rightward in

Chom[plsky, den[t]se, young[k]ster), and so on.

Nothing in the Bottlebrush Theory (or for that matter, in standard

linear phonology) predicts the appearance of these characteristic

groupings of features in rules. Rules that manipulate highly arbitrary
feature sets, such as ([anterior], [sonorant]), are formally no different
from normal and characteristic rules such as place assimilation.

The preceding point is made by Clements (1985), who proposed a
theory to account for the characteristic groupings of features which has
since been widely adopted. Clements suggests that feature groupings are
hierarchical. For example, the features that control the tongue body

([high], [back], [low]) form a subset of the features determining place of
articulation, which form a subset of features determining supralaryngeal

configuration, and so on. Clements expressed the hierarchical structure
of the feature set using tree notation. One version of the "Clements
tree" appears as in (3). This tree incorporates modifications suggested
by Sagey (1986) and others.

(3) ROOT
/ \

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL
TIER TIER
/I\ / \

[spread]J[constr] [nasal] PLACE /MANNER
[voice] TIER

/ \

MANNER TIER PLACE TIER
/ \ / I

[cons][cont] LABIAL CORONAL DORSAL
/ /1 \ / \

[round] [ant]l[distr][high][back]
[strid]
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Within the tree, each constituent (including terminal nodes) defines a

separate phonological tier, accessible to phonological rules for purposes

of spreading and other operations.

It should be noted that no consensus exists about the exact

structure of the tree, particularly at higher levels; see Sagey (1986),

Archangels and Pulleyblank (forthcoming), and McCarthy (forthcoming) for

particular proposals. The differences between these theories will not be
crucial in what follows; and I will assume the structure of (3) for

concreteness.

Clements trees differ from syntactic trees and syllable trees, in

that they depict only subset relations among feature sets, not linear

ordering: the order in which sister nodes appear on the page is purely
conventional. A full phonological representation would have three

dimensions, consisting of a stack of Clements trees, associated (not

necessarily one -to -one) with prosodic positions:

(4)a. /a:/ = o- b. /appa/ = v Q

I\
V V

I/

ROOT

I\ /I

V C C V

I \ /
ROOT ROOT ROOT

(Clements tree for /a /) (Clements trees for 'a, p, a/)

To make explicit predictions about the characteristic groupings of

features involved in rules, the theory posits that rules are constrained

to manipulate only constituents, which may include single features as the

degenerate case (cf. Pulleyblank (forthcoming)). It remains to be seen

whether this can be maintained as a universal, or is only a statement of

markedness. In either event, the structured representations of the tree

theory seem clearly preferable to a theory (e.g. the Bottlebrush Theory)

that says nothing at all about characteristic feature groupings.

3. The Diphthongization Paradox

Consider now the problem of expressing rules of diphthongization

within a Clements- cum -CV model of segment structure. We will encounter
here a contradiction, to be called the "diphthongization paradox." The
paradox arises from the conflicting claims of tree theory and the

prosodic representation of length.

As an example of the paradox I will discuss an instance of consonant

diphthongization, the Preaspiration rule of Icelandic, first analyzed

autosegmentally by Thráinsson (1978). In Icelandic, the geminate

voiceless aspirated stops /pp, tt, kk/ are realized on the surface as [hp,

ht, hk]. Articulatorily, this is a simple process, in that the aspirated

voiceless stops and /h/ share the feature value [ +spread glottis].

Because of this, the preaspirated stops can be naturally derived simply by

removing the supraglottal articulation from the first half of the geminate.
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This is the core of Thráinsson's analysis, and it is carried over into the

account proposed by Clements (1985).

However, the formal expression of Preaspiration in Clements's theory

is not at all straightforward. In particular, consider the full

representation for geminate /pp /, as in (5a). Here, there is only one

autosegment for /p/ present on the Supralryngeal tier. If we delete this

autosegment, we obtain * /ahha /, as in (5b), and not the correct form

[ahpa]:

(5)a. C C b. *C C

\ / \ /

ROOT ROOT

/ \

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL --> LARYNGEAL
TIER TIER TIER

/ \ / \ / \

[ +spread][- voice] [ -nas] PLACE /MANNER [ +spread][- voice]

TIER
/ \

MANNER TIER PLACE TIER
/ \ 1

[ -son] [ -cont] LABIAL

More generally, the representation provides no way to delink the

supralaryngeal specifications of the /pp/ only from the first half of the

geminate: the only node that is doubly linked is the Root node; and if we

remove its first link, we again obtain the wrong result, namely an empty C

position followed by a single /p /:

(6) *C

/

ROOT
/ \

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL
TIER TIER

/ \ / \

[ +spread] [- voice] [- nasal] PLACE /MANNER
TIER

/ \

MANNER TIER PLACE TIER

/ \
I

[ -son] [ -cont] LABIAL

The nature of the difficulty should be clear: Icelandic

Preaspiration is a diphthongization of the supralaryngeal features, but

not of the laryngeal features. If both supralaryngeal and laryngeal

features are linked to the skeleton through a single Root node, then

Preaspiration cannot be formally expressed.

It is instructive to examine Clements's (1985) approach to the

problem: in order to express the rule, he supposes that Icelandic

geminates have a different structure from long segments in other

languages. In particular, they have two Root nodes, each appearing in its
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own prosodic position. The double linkings occur further down the tree.

at the Laryngeal and Supralaryngeal tiers:

(7) C C

ROOT ROOT

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL
TIER TIER
/ \ / \

[4-spread) [- voice) [- nasal) PLACE /MANNER
TIER

/ \

MANNER TIER PLACE TIER
/ \

[ -son] [ -cont] LABIAL

Given this, it is straightforward to express the diphthongization as

follows:

(8) f+spreadl Laryngeal tier
-voice

/ \

ROOT ROOT Root nodes ( "top down" view)

/

SUPRALAR Supralaryngeal tier

However, this solution strikes me as seriously flawed, since it contradicts

one of the central principles of prosodic theory; namely, that long

segments are doubly -linked single segments. Many of the predictions of

the theory depend on the assumption that double linking is the normal

mode of representation for long segments, and these would all be

eliminated if (7) is allowed as an alternative structure. Moreover, to my
knowledge, nothing in Icelandic phonology independently Justifies this

structure, other than the Preaspiration rule itself. In fact, there is good

reason to believe that Icelandic geminates do in fact have the normal

structure of (5a), in that many of them occur morpheme -internally or are

derived by a rule of lengthening; cf. Thrbinsson (1978; 6, 29 -32).

The diphthongization paradox does not concern only these facts

about Icelandic; in fact, it will arise whenever a feature or node

undergoing diphthongization is embedded in a Clements tree, and the tree

is linked to two prosodic positions.

4. Steriade'a Proposal

The diphthongization paradox has been discussed earlier in an

important paper by Steriade (forthcoming). Steriade studied

diphthongization for three major class nodes: (a) The laryngeal features,

as in Southern Paiute, where in certain contexts /mm/ is realized as

[mm] and /a:/ as [aa]; (b) Nasality; as in Japanese, where /bb, dd/ can
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be realized s [nb, nd]; (c) Place features, as in the Icelandic example

just given. Steriade notes the same paradox: if LARYNGEAL, NASAL, and

PLACE are nodes within the Clements tree, then these rules cannot be

expressed in a general way under the theory. Moreover, if one considers

formal proposals to account for the Inalterability phenomenon through

general constraints (Schein and Steriade 1984, 1986; Hayes 1986), the

problem becomes even more intractable.

Steriade's solution is to eliminate the Root node from phonological

representations. Instead, the LARYNGEAL, NASAL, and PLACE nodes form

separate trees, each of which is linked directly to the prosodic tier:

(9) , a a' = PLACE tier
b

\ \b b b' = LARYNGEAL tier
\ \ c c' = NASALITY tier

)i-c_v----C
/I

/1 /I
/ -1 / ''

c I c I a'

Since each tier is independently linked, each can undergo diphthongization

independently. For example, the Icelandic Preaspiration rule can be

expressed as follows under Steriade's theory:

(10) o PLACE tier
\

C C Prosodic tier
\ /

[

+spread LARYNGEAL tier
-voice

The absence of a Root node seems like an obvious defect in the

theory: for example, how can such a theory express rules of total

assimilation? Steriade notes, however, that in Barra Gaelic (Clements

1986b), the rule that fills in the surface features of epenthetic vowels

must take the form "Spread rightward on all tiers," since the source of

the spreading features can be found in different segments. If "Spread

a" rules of this sort are necessary in any event, they can be invoked to

carry out all cases of total assimilation, eliminating the need for a Root

node.

I believe that Steriade has pointed out the right direction for a

solution to the diphthongization paradox. However, her theory does not go

far enough. In particular, diphthongization is not limited to the major

class nodes which Steriade links directly to the prosodic tier. Many
diphthongization rules affect just one or two features, which may be

deeply embedded within the Clements tree. Such is true, for instance, of

the Old French diphthongization [e:, o:] --> [ei, ou] (Berschin et al. 1978),

2
Steriade assigns [nasal] and the manner features to other

locations in the tree; hence for purposes of this section Place and

Supralaryngeal are equivalent terms.
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which affected only height. It also holds true of the manner

diphthongization of Standard Swedish, whereby the second part of a long

high vowel is converted to the homorganic voiced fricative: Ii :, y:,

U:, u:/ --> [ij, yy" , up, upw]. Numerous other examples appear below.

If these diphthongizations are to be treated under Steriade's

approach, we must split the tree further, associating [high], [round], and

the manner features directly to the prosodic tier. Once this is done,

however, we have lost what we wanted the tree to do for us in the first

place; that is, we are back to the Bottlebrush Theory. Thus it appears

that Steriade's account is not a fully adequate answer to the

diphthongization paradox.

5. The Problem of "Vowel- Feature - Bearing" Units

We can bring the diphthongization paradox into closer focus if we

consider the typology of vowel diphthongization rules and the notion of

feature -bearing unit (Clements 1980).

Note first the following precedent from tonal phonology: in many

languages (e.g. Ancient Greek, Navajo, and Makua), falling and rising tones

are allowed only on long vowels or diphthongs. This natural restriction

can be expressed straightforwardly in a prosodic theory: in such

languages the feature -bearing units for tone are V positions on the CV

tier (or their equivalent in other theories). If the language restricts

tone -bearing units to just one tonal association, then the restriction of

contour tones to long nuclei falls out in a natural way, as in (11):

(11)a. Short H: H

V

b. Long H: H C. Long L H

1\ Rising: I I

VV VV

Short L: L Long L: L Long H L

1 I\ Falling:
1 1

V V V V V

This argument is a familiar one. Slightly less familiar is the fact that

the same argument can be applied to vowel features as well. If one

examines the typology of diphthongization rules, the most striking

tendency is that only long vowels undergo diphthongization. The following

chart gives an overview:

(12) Diphthongization Rules

Eastern Finnish [e:, O:, o:, m:, a:] --> [ie, yg, uo, eæ, oa]
(Kiparsky 1968)

Southern Lappish [i:, y:, u:, e:, o:] --> [ie, yO, uo, eæ, oa]
(McCawley 1973)

Slovak [e:, o:, æ:] --> [ie, uo, ia] in derived
environments (Kenstowicz and Rubach 1987)

Czech Common [e:, o:] - -> [ei, ou] (KuLera 1961)

Language
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Old Prussian
Western Romance
Old French
Quebec French
Apulian

[e:, o:] --> [ei, ou] (Schmalstieg 1964)
[é:, b:] --> [ie, uo] (Otero 1985)
[e:, o:] --> [ei, ou] (Berschin et al. 1978)
V: in stresssd syllables (Dumas 1981)

long vowels (Stehl 1980)

Middle English [i:,u:] --> [ei,ou]
(beginning of Great Vowel Shift)

Icelandic [e:, o:, 0:] --> [ec, too, Om] (Garnes 1976)
Scanian Swedish long vowels (Bruce 1970)

Old High German [e:, o:] - -> [ea, oa] - -> [ia, ua] --> [ie, uo]
(Penzl 1969)

New High German [i:, u:] --> [ai, au]
(Chambers and Wilkie 1970)

It is clear from the chart that vowel features resemble tone features in

usually obeying a one -per -V- position constraint. If these data are

representative, then the clear inference to be made is that the "vowel -

feature- bearing units" are the V positions on the CV tier. Again, this

contradicts the evidence that vowel features are deeply embedded within

the Clements tree.

6. Resolving the Diphthongization Paradox

6.1 Basic Rationale

I believe the diphthongization paradox is rooted in an ambiguity in

the interpretation of formalism. Phonologists characteristically encode

their representations graphically, as lines on a page. In principle, this

is a good idea, since it normally makes the representations easier to

visualize and manipulate. However, as Archangels (forthcoming) points out,

it is important to have in mind a clear notion of what the graphic

formalisms are intended to stand for.

A line in a phonological representation can normally mean one of two

things. In autosegmental formalism a line indicates, roughly speaking,

simultaneity of utterance (see Sagey 1988, Hammond 1988 for more refined

interpretations). Thus the configuration of (13a) indicates that H tone is

pronounced more or less simultaneously with the vowel /a /. Lines on the

page have an additional meaning, however, in that they can indicate

membership in a category. Thus in (13b) the lines indicate that the

segments /tap / belong to a single syllable.

(13)a. Association H

Lines:
V

b. Category
Membership /I\
Lines: t a p = [tap]c.

What are the lines in a Clements tree? Here, it seems that the two

functions are conflated: the lines depict a hierarchical structure of

category membership, but at the same time they serve to link all nodes,

3
These diphthongizations are limited to stressed open syllables,

which are most reasonably interpreted as a position of lengthening (cf.

Otero (forthcoming)).
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directly or indirectly, to the prosodic tier. I believe it is this

ambiguity that leads to the diphthongization paradox. That is, once we
re- separate the two functions, the contradiction disappears.

My proposal, then, is as follows: the lines in a Clements tree are

not association lines, but indicate only category membership. All true
association lines mediate directly between the tiers of the Clements tree
and the prosodic tier. In other words, Clements's theory is correct

insofar as it establishes the logical groupings of the features, but the

Bottlebrush Theory is correct in linking all features directly to the

prosodic tier.

This proposal can be illustrated graphically as follows. In (14a),

the Clements tree for /p/ is shown. In (14b), the information in the tree

about hierarchical grouping is reexpressed using labeled brackets, and

each feature, as well as each class node, is linked by an association line
directly to the C position. Association of class nodes to CV positions is

indicated with a line that reaches the left labeled bracket of the class

node.

(14)a. C

ROOT
/ \

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL
TIER TIER
/ \ / \

[ +spread] [- voice] [- nasal] PLACE /MANNER
TIER

/ \

MANNER TIER PLACE TIER

b.

/ \

[ -son] [ -cont] LABIAL

[ +spread][ -vice]] [S[ -nas] [pm [M [- son][ +cont] AB]]]]

This reformalization clearly separates the functions of feature

grouping and temporal association. However, it has what may initially

seem to be a serious defect, in that it misses a generalization that the

original formalization captures. This generalization can be stated as
follows: if a node N is linked to a particular set S of CV positions, then

any node dominated by N is also linked to all of the positions in set S.

For example, a LABIAL node must be linked to all of the CV positions to

which its dominating PLACE node is linked; a PLACE node must be linked to

all of the CV positions to which its dominating PLACE -MANNER node is

linked, and so on. In other words, linkages are always inherited down the

10



tree.
4

With the original tree notation, this pattern of downward

inheritance is an automatic consequence of the formalism, but this is not

the case in the notation proposed here.

As I will argue below, however, the advantage actually lies with the

revised notation. The reason is that the generalization just noted does

not invariably hold true: as I will show below, diphthongization rules may

violate it. The inheritance of linkages from mother to daughter nodes

appears to be only the normal, expected case, not an invariant law.

Because of this it would be the wrong strategy to have the

inheritance of linkages from mother to daughter fall out directly from the

formalism. Rather, we want a principle that makes it only the default

case. The following convention is intended to do this:

(15) Percolation Convention

When linkages are assigned to or removed from a node N, the same

linkages are automatically carried over to all nodes dominated by N.

Here is an example to show how the Percolation Convention operates.

In many languages (i.e. those with no geminates, no phonemic vowel length,

and no glide -vowel contrast), the CV tier is predictable in form, and can

be projected from the segmental tier. The rules involved vary from

language to language (see for instance Steriade 1984 and Dell and

Elmedlaoui 1985). A typical rule would be one that projects a single C

position for all [- consonantal] segments.

In such a language, a minimally redundant underlying representation

would contain only segmental, not prosodic material. For example, the
underlying representation for /p/ would be as in (16a). A projection rule
would provide the /p/ with a C position, as in (16b); and the Percolation

Convention would then associate all the lower -level tiers of /p/ to this C

position, as in (16c).

(16)a. underlying /p/

[R [L [ +spread][- voice]][S [- nas][PM [M [- son][ +cont]][p LAB ]]]]

b. Projection of C Position

C

[R
[L [ +spread][ -voice]][$ [- nas][PM [M [- son][ +cont]][p LAB ]]]]

4
They are not always inherited upward, even in Clements's original

theory: whenever a node N below the level of the Root undergoes

spreading, it acquires more than one mother node. In such cases, node N
will usually be associated with more CV positions than each of its mother

nodes.
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c. Percolation Convention

[ +spread][- voice]][S [- nas][PM [M [- son][ +cont] [P LAB ]]]]

To summarize so far, I have separated out in the formalism the

functions of feature grouping and temporal association; and have proposed

a convention that establishes the normal correlation between the temporal

associations of a mother node and those of its daughters.

6.2 Formalizing the Proposal

The formalism of the theory, however, is excessively awkward. Given

that the representation of (16c) encodes only a single segment, the

representation of a full string, especially in cases where spreading rules

apply, would be unmanageable. For this reason, I propose the following

more tractable formalism.

The Clements trees themselves can be expressed more concisely if we

abandon the use of tree notation, and adopt a simple outline form, as in

(17b):

(17)a. C C = b. R: L: [- voice]

\ / [ +spread]

ROOT S: N: [ -nas]

/ \ PM: M: [ +cons]

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL [ -cont]

TIER TIER P: LB

/ \ / \
[- voice][ +spread] [ -nas] PLACE /MANNER

TIER
/ \

MANNER TIER PLACE TIER

/ \

[ +cons] [ -cont] LABIAL

The indentations of (17b) indicate the same thing as the full Clements

tree; namely that the Root node consists of a Laryngeal node and a

Supralaryngeal node, that the Supralaryngeal nodes consists of a Nasal

node and a Place/Manner node, and so on.

The proliferation of association lines created by the Percolation

Convention can be made manageable if we adopt a proposal of Halle and

Vergnaud (1980), under which association lines are replaced by

coindexation. For example, if we use phonetic symbols as abbreviations

for Clements trees, the word secret, depicted with association lines in

(18a), would appear with indices as in (18b):

(18)a. C V V C C V C

( 1/

si k r a t

b. C1 V2 V3

s1123 k4r5a6t7

12



The indices are numbered consecutively for convenience; all that is

crucial is that they be distinct.

The standard prohibition on crossed association lines can be encoded

straightforwardly without the use of lines; it simply forbids the

assignment of temporally contradictory indices on different tiers:

(19) *i j tier x

j i tier y

By combining the outline form for Clements trees with the index

notation, it becomes possible to depict phonological representations

several segments in length on the page, something which is generally not

possible with standard Clements trees. To do this, we restate the

Percolation Convention (15) as follows:

(20) Percolation Convention (Revised Notation)

When indices are assigned to or removed from a node N, the

same indices are automatically assigned to all nodes

dominated by N.

An example appears in (21). Here, I give the underlying represention for

long nasalized /5:/. Assuming a language in which length is phonemic,

the underlying form would have to include two V positions associated with

the Clements tree for /6 /. The Percolation Convention assigns the

indices of the V positions to every node in the Clements tree.

(21) /o: /:

Vi V. Vi VJ

R L: [+voice] --> R L

S: N: [+nas] Si.:
PM: M: [+cont] J

[-cons]
P: LB: [+round]

D: [-high]
[-low]

[+voice].j
N

i
[+ñäs]i

PMi: M. [+ont
[-cons

P. : LBiJ :

Dij.

[+round]J..
[-high]i3
[- low]ij

The reader should bear in mind that the proposal made here is far

less radical than would be suggested by the appearance of the formal

representations. The real content of the proposal is the separation of

the two functions of the Clements tree: describing natural groupings of

features, and linking the features to the skeleton. The radica}- looking

reformalization is simply a matter of convenience and clarity.

5
I would add parenthetically my belief that current phonological

representations are in serious need of reformalization in any event.

Using standard Clements trees, it is quite difficult to express rules and

derivations in a clear fashion. I believe the alternative formalism I

13



7. Bow the Theory Works

To illustrate the functioning of the theory, it suffices to show two
things. First, the theory should be able to replicate the results obtained

with standard Clements trees; that is, it should be able to describe rules

that spread non -terminal nodes, as in ordinary place assimilation. Second,
the theory should also be able to characterize rules of diphthongization,

a task for which standard Clements trees are inadequate.

7.1 Standard Spreading Rules

I will ilustrate how the theory treats spreading of non -terminal

nodes with an ordinary example, the assimilation of nasals to the place of

articulation of a following obstruent, as in (22):

(22) N --> m / labial obstruents
--> n / alveolar obstruents
--> rl / velar obstruents

This rule can be stated formally as in (23). In this rule, the indices i
and j should be interpreted as designating consecutive segments.

(23) Nasal Assisilation

Manner tier: [ -son].

Nasal tier: [ +nas]i

Place tier: i j --> 0 ij

The rule is interpreted as follows: (a) Structural description: there are
two consecutive segments, of which the first bears the feature value.

[ +nasal] on the Nasal tier and the second bears the feature value

[- sonorant] on the Manner tier. I assume (for concreteness only) that

both are specified for some place of articulation on the Place tier.

(b) Structural change: the Place tier specification of the first segment
loses its index. Following standard assumptions in autosegmental theory, I

assume that if it is not "rescued" by a later rule, it is deleted by

convention. The Place tier specification of the second segment acquires

the index i, meaning that it now supplies the Place features for both
segments.

The application of the rule is illustrated below with the derivation
/anpa/ --> [ampa]. For brevity, the Clements trees for the vowels, as well

as all redundant features, have been suppressed. For the sake of
concreteness my underlying representation for /anpa/ presupposes a
language in which CV positions can be projected by rule from underlying

representations:

propose has as an additional advantage that it makes it easier to express
rules and derivations in a precise way.

14



(24) /a R: L: [+voice] R: L: [-voice]

S: N: [+nas] S: N: [-nas]

PM: M: [-cont] PM: M: [-cont]
[+son] [-son]

P: C: [+ant] P: LB

a/

The projection of CV positions, with the accompanying coindexing, appears

as follows:

(25) V1 C2 C3 V4

a R: L: [+voice] R: L: [-voice] a
1 2

S: N: [+nas]
3

S: N: [-nas]
4

PM: M: [-cont] PM: M: [-cont]
[+son] [-son]

P: C: [+ant] P: LABIAL

The indices are then copied through the trees by the Percolation

Convention (20):

(26) V
1

C2 C3 V4

a1 R2: L2: [ +voice]2 R3: L3: [- voice]3
a4

S2 N2: [+nas], S3 N3: [-nas]
PM2: M2: [- cont]2 PM3: M3: [- conti3

[ +son]2 [ -son]3

P2: C2: [ +ant]2 P3: LABIAL3

In (26), the Nasal Assimilation rule (23) applies; here, i = 2 and j = 3.

The Place autosegment indexed 2 drops out, since it is "delinked "; and the

Place autosegment indexed 3 acquires the additional index 2.

(27) V1 C2 C3 V4

a1 R2: L2: [ +voice]2 R3: L3: [- voice]3 a4
S2: N2: [+nas], S3: N3: [ -nas]3

PM2: M2: [- conti2 PM3: M3: [- cont]
( +son]2 [-son]

0 P23: LABIAL3

Once assimilation has applied, the Percolation Convention is reinvoked.

Here, the convention insures that the new place specification for

assimilated nasal segment is LABIAL; that is, the specification of the

segment that triggered assimilation:

(28) V1 C2 C3

a
1 2' 2'

voi[e R [-voice ]

3
Ñ

nás]2 S: N nás]32 3
Pm : M: [-cont]222 PFl3: M3: [-cont]3

[+son]2 [-son]

The end result is [ampa], the correct outcome.

15
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The point of the example is that the standard account of multi -

feature assimilation made available by Clements trees is also available

under the revised formalism.

7.2 Diphthongization Rules

Consider next the task for which the standard account appears

inadequate, the expression of diphthongization rules. I will formalize

here a rule noted earlier, the Old French diphthongization of le:, o:/ to

[ei, ou]. For concreteness, I assume that the feature [high] is

underspecified, with the value [ +high] filled in a default rule. Nothing

crucially hinges on this, however. The diphthongization rule can be

expressed as follows:

(29) Old French Diphthongization

V. V3

[- low]ij

[- high]ij ij --> i

In words, the rule says the following: (a) Structural description: the

feature values [ -low] and [ -high] are linked to consecutive V slots; i.e.

we have a long mid vowel. (b) Structural change: the index j is deleted

on the [high] tier. This means that the second mora of the long mid vowel

becomes unspecified for height. When the default rule assigning [ +high]

applies, this will result in the second mora of the long vowel being

raised.

The application of the rule to long /o:/ is illustrated as follows:

(30)a. V1 V2

R12: S: PM: M: [-cons]
P: LB: [+round]

D: [-high]
[-low]

b. V1 V2

R12: S12: PMi2: M12: [-cons]12
P : LB : [+round]
12

D12?
[-high]122
[-low]12

c. V1 V2

R
12

: : PM12: M12: [-cons]12
P12: LB12: [+round]12

D
12

: [-high]
1[-low]12
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d. V1 V2 Default [ +high]

assignment
R

'

: S : PM M : [ -cons] = [ou]12 12 12' 12
P12: LB12: [ +round]1

D12: [- high]1
l +highJ2

[- low]12

Note the crucial aspect of this derivation: because the values for
[high] are in effect linked directly to the skeleton (by coindexation and
the Percolation Convention), the feature [high] may diphthongize
independently of other features, unlike in the original theory proposed by
Clements. Observe also that in the analysis we need not have
underspecified the feature value [ +high]; the assumption that [ -high] is

the underspecified value would be compatible witk an alternative analysis
that inserted a [ +high] autosegment coindexed j.

The derivation also justifies a claim made earlier: in cases of
diphthongization, a daughter node may fail to bear an index borne by its
mother node. In (30c), the feature value [ -high] is indexed only as 1,
while its mother node is indexed both 1 and 2. It is for this reason that
the Percolation Convention was given the formulation under (20): feature
values are percolated down the tree only when indices of mother nodes
are initially assigned or altered by rule.

The ability of the theory to avoid automatic inheritance of indices
from mother to daughter nodes is what crucially distinguishes it from
Clements's original theory, in which downward inheritance is an automatic
consequence of the formalism. As the avoidance of downward inheritance
appears to be necessary to an adequate account of diphthongization, the
theory proposed here is to be preferred.

Other diphthongization rules are also straightforwardly expressed
under the proposed formalism. For example, in Jutland Danish (Andersen
1972), we find diphthongization of voicing: the long high vowels lose
voicing in their second moras: Ii:, y:, u:/ --> [ii, yy, uu] . Assuming
that [ +voice] is underspecified in vowels, the formal rule.can be
expressed as follows:

(31) Danish Voicing Diphthongization

Structural description:

Structural change:

V. V.

[ +high]ij

0 --> [-voice].

That is, in a long high vowel, specify the second mora as [- voice].

The rule of Icelandic Preaspiration, discussed above, also has a

6
Even a fully -specified representation could produce a reasonably

acceptable analysis, although here the rule would have to both delete an
index and insert a [ -high] autosegment.

17



straightforward account:

(32) Icelandic Preaspiration

Ci C

(PLACE/MAN]

L-cont
i j

r+spread]

t-voice ij

This rule deletes the PLACE /MANNER autosegment of the first half of a

voiceless aspirated stop, converting /pp, tt, kk/ to [hp, ht, hk].

8. More Complex Diphthongizations

A full account of diphthongization rules must be able to treat the

most elaborate examples of this rule type. Such cases are found in vowel
systems in which most or all of the long vowels undergo diphthongization.

For example, in the dialect of Swedish spoken in Lund (discussed below),

the entire long vowel inventory diphthongizes as follows:

(33) /1:1 --> [ei]
/e:/ --> [ce]
/e:/ --> [æc]

/y:/
/¢:/

--> [ey]
--> [c¢]

/w/ --> [ea] /u:/ --> [eu]
/o:/ --> [co]
/n:/ --> [æo]

To handle such elaborate examples adequately, one most adopt a theory of
vowel features rather different from the standard set of SPE. In what
follows, I will assume a version of the theory of Particle Phonology,

proposed by Schane (1984a).

8.1 Particle Phonology

Particle Phonology posits that vowels are specified not with binary

feature values, but with combinations of fundamental "particles" of vowel
quality. The three particles are U, which indicates rounding, L which
indicates frontness, and A, which indicates lowness in varying degrees.

To illustrate the idea, the vowel inventories of three languages are
expressed below as particle combinations:

(34)a. Spanish:

b. Italian:

c. Finnish:

i u = I U
e a o IA A UA

i u = I U
e o IA UA
e a o IAA AA UAA

i y u = I IU U
e 0 o IA IUA UA
ft a IAA AA

Observe that a vowel may contain multiple A particles, depending on the
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number of contrasting degrees of height in the language. Instances of

three A particles per vowel appear below. Note also that the front

rounded vowels /y, 0/ are represented with both an I particle and an II
particle.

Schane's proposal conflates a number of logically distinct claims, not

all of which will be adopted here. I will try to separate these claims

below.

First, as Goldsmith (1987) makes clear, the particles I and II can be
identified with one -valued (privative) features within the theory of

underspecification: I is equivalent to privative [- back], while II is

equivalent to privative [ +round]. It is not universally agreed that [back]

should always be privative; for example Goldsmith (1985) argues that

[back] is sometimes privative and sometimes equipollent (i.e. two -valued).

The case for [ +round] being always privative is stronger; cf. Steriade

(1981).

Second, Schane's original theory incorporates a non -prosodic account

of vowel length, which he has subsequently abandoned in favor of a

standard CV account (Schane 1987). I will continue to assume CV

representations here.

The third and most important part of Schane's theory is its

representation of height. The crucial observation here is that there

exist many phonological rules that shift a column of vowels up or down

one position along a continuum of height, as in /i/ --> [e], /e/ --> [c],

and /c/ --> [e]. Such rules seem to be quite common; indeed, a parallel

upward or downward shift may be the most common kind of rule to affect

height in a column of front or back vowels. It is possible to employ

standard vowel features in an ad hoc way to account for such changes

(see for example Yip 1980, and for cogent criticism of this approach
McCawley 1973). However, I believe that height shifts of this sort are

sufficiently ordinary and characteristic (cf. Saltarelli 1973, Lipski 1973,

McCawley 1973, Schane 1984a; 1984b, Hyman (forthcoming)) that they should

receive a maximally simple formal interpretation under the theory. This

can be accomplished in particle theory, which expresses such ¡stiles

straightforwardly as the addition or deletion of A particles.

Particle theory is not a notational variant of the multi- valued

feature [n height]. Unlike a n -ary valued feature, the particle notation

can express partial assimilations in height as autosegmental spreading;

that is, as spreading of individual particles. To describe such changes
with a multivalued feature would force us to abandon the general

7
Many accounts of vowel height that resemble Schane's in certain

respects (e.g. Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985), Anderson and Durand

(1986, 32)) posit a maximum of one A particle. Such accounts are unable
to express the raising or lowering of a column of vowels without

additional stipulations or interpretive conventions.
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principle that assimilation is due to spreading. 8

There is no inherent incompatibility between particle phonology and

the hierarchical model of segment structure advocated here: the particles

are simply substituted for the relevant vowel features, as in the

equivalent representations for /o:/ in (35):

(35)a. /0:1 in Features b. /o:/ im Particles

Vi
2 V1 V2

R S : PM : M : [-cons) R : S : PM : M : [-cons]
12: 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

P L : [+rnd] P : LB U
12'

D12: [-highlj2
12 12' Al2

12 [-lowJ12 12 12

Equipped with this model, we can now consider some more complex

cases of diphthongization,

8.2 Eastern Finnish

In eastern dialects of Finnish (Kiparsky 1968), all long non -high

vowels diphthongize, following a pattern whereby the first more becomes

one value higher in the vowel space: /e :, d:, o :, æ: a;/ --> [ie, YO, uo,

eæ, oa]. The vowel inventory, with particle representations, is shown

below:

(36)a. i: y:

e: 0:

a: a:

u: (plus corresponding b. I UI U

o: short vowels) IA UTA UA
IAA AA

The diphthongization rule has a straightforward structural change: we

simply delink an A particle from the first mora of a long vowel. Using

the representations adopted here, this can be expressed as follows:

(37) Eastern Finnish Diphthongization

V. V.

A. i --> 0

The rule would apply to long /e:/ as follows:

8
There is an issue in particle theory that remains to be worked

out: sometimes the particles for height have to express highness rather

than lowness. Such would be the case for the rule of Southern Sotho

(Doke and Mofokeng 1957) that raises /c, a/ to [e, o] before A. u,

t, u/ in the next syllable (vowel inventory: /i, u, 1, u, e, o, e,

a, an This is clearly a case of spreading of relative height rather

than relative lowness, suggesting that the particle notation will somehow

have to be extended (via "antiparticles" or otherwise) to accommodate

reversed or possibly equipollent multiple values for height.
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(38)a. Input: /e:/ b. Output: [le]

V1 V2 --> V1 V2

R12: S12: PM12: M12: [-cons]12 R12: S12: PM12: M12: [-cons]12
P
12

: D
12

:

Ì12
P
12

: D
12

: A
2

12
1
12

Owing to the diphthongization rule, the first V position in the output

form is linked to just L and hence is realized as [i]. The second V
position is linked to both I and A, and thus is realized as H. This is
the correct output.

Note that we again have a case in which a mother node (for example,

the Dorsal node) bears indices not borne by a daughter. As noted earlier,
it is this situation which can be described using the theory proposed

here, but not using orthodox Clements trees.

The other vowels in the Eastern Finnish system are also converted to

the correct output forms, with the exception of underlying /a: /, which
becomes * /Aa /. Noting that /A/ is not a possible vowel in this dialect,

we may plausibly add a fix -up rule, which adds an II particle to vowels

whose only particle is a single A. Leaving open some issues of
formalization, we can express this rule as follows:

(39) Ai
0 --> Ui /

This converts * /Aa/ to [oa], the correct form.

8.3 Lund Swedish

A richer diphthongization rule may be found in southern dialects of
Swedish, in which the entire inventory of long vowels undergoes

diphthongization. Here, I will treat the system found in the dialect of
Lund; the quite similar facts of the nearby Malmö dialect are discussed
in Bruce (1970), Lindau (1978), and Yip (1980). The data here were
provided by M. Lindau (personal communication), who is a native speaker of
the Lund dialect. Lindau notes that educated speakers of her dialect
often shift their pronunciations, producing long monophthongs in formal

contexts and diphthongs when speaking with family and friends. Thus it
is arguable that diphthongization should be regarded as a productive
synchronic phonological rule for these speakers.

I will ignore here the controversial question of whether vowel

length in Swedish is phonemic or derived; what is crucial is that a vowel
must be long at the point in the derivation where diphthongization applies

in order to undergo the rule. At this stage, the long vowels of Lund

Swedish, with their diphthongal alternants, are as follows:
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(40)a. Front

Unrounded
b. Front c. Back

Rounded Rounded

lì:! --> [el] ly:/ --> [ey], la:/ --> [ea] /u:/ --> [eu]
/e:/ --> [ce] /¢:/ --> [CR] /o:/ --> [co]
/E:l --> [æE] /D:! --> [mo]

The vowels /y/ and /u/ differ as follows: in /y/ the lips are rounded
and protruded; whereas in /u/ the lips are unrounded, and form a weak
bilabial constriction of the kind used for the fricative /ß /. Thus
columns b. and c. in (40) should actually be headed "Labial" instead of
"Rounded ". Formally, I assume that both /y/ and /u/ contain a LABIAL
autosegment, but that only /y/ bears an U particle. Thus /y/ will be
represented with particles as in (41a); /u/ as in (41b). The back vowel
/u/ also is labial but unrounded, in the same way as /u /, and is
represented as in (41c):

(41)a. /y/ LAB b. /a/ LAB c. /u/ LAB
I I I

I U 1 0 0

The full set of particle representations for the Lund vowels is
therefore as in (42). Note that the vowel [æ] is not underlying, but is

derived by Diphthongization; hence there are just three contrasting values
of height.

(42) /i:/ = 1

/e:/ = IA

/E:/ = IAA

[m] = IAAA

LAB LAB LAB

I
I I

/y:/ = IU /u:/ = I0 /u:/ = 0

LAB LAB
I i

/0 :/ = IUA /o:/ = UA

LAB LAB
I I

/m:/ = IUAA In:/ = UAA

Given these representations, the diphthongization process can be
expressed with two basic rules. One changes height, shifting the first
mora of a diphthong down one position. This can be done by adding an A
particle coindexed with the first mora of a diphthong:

(43) Lund Swedish Lowering

Structural Description: V1 Vj

[- cons]ii

Structural Change: 0 - -> A
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The other rule delabializes the first mora of all long vowels, by

delinking the LABIAL feature complex:

(44) Lund Swedish Delabialization

V. V.
i J

LABiJ

Following delabialization, I assume that default rules apply. Since all

non -labial vowels are front, a default rule adds an I particle to them.

The rules are illustrated below with a derivation for a long /o:/
( --> [col):

(45)a. V1 V2

R12: S: PM: M: [-cons]
P: D: A

L: U = /o:/

b. V1 V2

underlying form

R12: S12: PM12: P12: D-cons]Al2

12' L12'

'

U12

12 12

Percolation
Convention (20)

c. V1 V Lowering (43)

R12: S12: PM12: M12: [-cons]
12

P12' L12' Ú12A1
12'

U
12

d. V1 V2

12 S12: PM12: M12: [-cons]122

P
12

:

L ' ÚA112 12 12

2
U
12

e. V1 V2

R12: S12: PM12: M12: [-cons]
1gg

P12' L12' 12

2
U

2

e. V1 V2

Delabialization (44)

Percolation
Convention

default assignment
of I to non -labial

R12: S12: PM12: M12: [- cons) vowels

P12' D12' Ì121
1

[co]

The case of [ao], derived from /n: /, requires an additional rule,
since Lowering and Delabialization alone would derive *Pao], with a fully
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low second,mora. The additional rule must delink an A particle from a

second mora whose associated particles are UAA. A similar rule barring

low rounded vowels from diphthongs appears below, in the analysis of

Quebec French.

All four rules of the analysis (Lowering (43), Delabialization (44),

default insertion of I, and the adjustment rule in the preceding

paragraph) make crucial use of the theory advocated here: each rule must

be able to adjust associations between vowel particles and V positions,

even though the vowel particles appear deeply embedded in the Clements

tree.

8.4 Quebec French

The most elaborate example of diphthongization known to me is found

in Quebec French. The following formalization is based primarily on

Dumas's (1981) intensive study, as well as Dumas (1976), Rochette (1980),

and Walker (1984).

Unlike continental French, Quebec French has a pervasive distinction

of vowel length. Scholars disagree on the extent to which this

distinction is phonemic. Rochette (1980), noting the degree of integration

of English borrowings with unpredictable vowel length, argues that most

long vowels are separate phonemes. Although the phonemic status of long

vowels is not fully agreed upon, all scholars agree in positing a rule

that diphthongizes the long vowels when they occur in stressed syllables.

According to Dumas, diphthongization takes the following pattern:

(46) Front
Unrounded

Front
Rounded

Back
Rounded

High /i:/ /y:/ !u:/

\ \ \

\ \ \Upper mid !e:/ [ii] /O:/ [Yy] /o:/ [uu]

\ \ \

\ \ \Lower mid !C:/ [cl] /(1:/:! [y] /o:/ [ou]

\ \ \

Low \ [ai] \ [ay] /o:/ \ [au]

The diphthongization rule is.highly productive, and produces numerous

alternations such as [b c :ts í lz] bêtise " [bá t] bête, [po :sái ] passage

" [pa s] passe(nt) (Dumas 1981, 3).

In arranging the chart above, I have followed Dumas (1976) in

abstracting away from the differences between [e] and [L], [0] and [Y],

and [o] and [u]. Dumas (1981, 12 -17) demonstrates at some length that

these pairs stand for identical vowel qualities. The prevalent scholarly

practice of using separate symbols for them is a convention, intended to

reflect the distinct phonological origin and behavior of these pairs. I

also follow Dumas (1981, 34) in assuming that the vowel /o:/ is derived

from /ail at a deeper level of representation by a rule of Backing.
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Given this, the pattern of diphthongization can be stated, following

Dumas, as follows: (a) the first mora of a long vowel is lowered one

degree (except for /n: /, where further lowering is impossible); (b) the

second mora is raised to high. However, the description of the second

mora in the chart is an oversimplification: the second mora of a long

vowel is actually raised variably; i.e. not at all, part /ay to high, or all

the way to high. Thus phonemic /c:/ may surface as [a ], [ae], or [al];

and similarly for the other non -high vowels (Rochette 1980, 28 -29; Walker

1984, 68 -69).

To account for these facts, I propose the following analysis. In

particle notation, the vowel qualities of Québécois can be represented

as in (47):

(47) [i] = I [y] = IU
[e:,i.] = IA [¢:,Y] = IUA
[c] = IAA [ae] = IUAA
[a] = IAAA

[u] = U

[o:,u] = UA
[o] = UAA

[a] = AAA [n] = UAAA

Diphthongization is carried out by two rules. The first lowers the first

mora of a long vowel one slot on the chart, by adding an A particle.

Since the particle combination AAAA is ill- formed (being lower than the

maximúm possible value), I assume that the rule is blocked when the input

is AAA. As a result, the input forms /n:/ and /3:7 are neutralized as

[a °].

(48) Quebec French Lowering

Structural
o.description:

Vi
Vi

Structural 0 - -> A.

change:

where o- is stressed

The second rule freely delinks any number of A particles from the
second mora:

(49) Quebec French Raising

Structural
description:

where m is stressed

Structural A. --> A where A. indicates any number
change: 0 60 0 of A particles

The following are derivations for the rules applied to /y:/ and to /c: /:
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(50)

a. Underlying /y:/ Underlying /e:/

1 2

R12: S: PM: M: [-cns]
P: D: I

V1 V2

R12: S: PM: M: [-cns]
P: D: AA

L: U

b. Percolation Convention

v1 V2 V1 V2

I

R S : PM M : [-cns] R
'

S : PM M : [-cns]
12' 12 12' P12: D: I12 12 12 12' P12: Al2A

12 12 12 12 12 12 12
L12' U12 112

c. Addition of A particle to first mora

V1 V2 V1 V2

R12: S12: PM12: M
12

:

12
-cnsA]

R12 12 :

: S: PM:
P
12

:

M[-cns:

A
12 12 I1 12 12 I12 12 1

L: U12 12

2 12

d. Free delinking of A particles from second mora

( [Y4])

V1 V2

R12: S12: PM M12: [-cns]12

P12' D12' Ì1(i)A1(Y)A1
12

( = [ae], [ae], or [ai])

An additional complication in the data is that the lower rounded

vowels lae:, o:, D:/ lose rounding in their first moras under

diphthongization: [a4, au, a "]. This can be derived by adding a rule

that delinks 11 from the first mora it is linked to three A particles.

Dumas (1981, 52) suggests this may reflect a universal constraint on the

distribution of rounding.

To conclude this section: some fairly complex vowel diphthongization

rules, which can affect most or all of the long vowels in a language,

receive straightforward interpretations, provided we adopt two formal

assumptions: linking (via the Percolation Convention) of all tiers directly

to the prosodic tier, and the use of multiple particles to characterize

vowel height.
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9. Some Further Technical Issues

9.1 The Connection with Moraic Theory

Thus far, I have expressed the formal theory using CV formalism, for
simplicity of exposition. However, there is no reason why the

coindexation proposal could not be implemented for alternative theories of
the prosodic tier, such as X theory or moraic theory. In the latter case,
we must attach indices to syllable nodes for onset segments, since moraic

theory assigns no prosodic position to onsets. For example, the word
secret, represented in CV theory in (5la), would appear as in (51b) in
moraic theory:

(51)a. CVVCCVC
I I / I I I I
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For clarity, I have attached to each syllable node the indices of all the
segments it dominates. Coindexation proceeds in moraic theory as part of
syllabification, so that a consonant syllabified in onset position is
coindexed with the syllable node. To my knowledge, none of the
discussion above would be materially affected by the shift to moraic
representations, nor would any of the arguments in favor of moraic theory
presented in the literature (cf. Hyman 1985, McCarthy and Prince
(forthcoming), and Hayes (forthcoming a)) be affected by a shift to the
coindexed representations proposed here.

9.2 Affricates

Some languages contrast affricates with articulatorily similar stop -

fricative sequences, as in Polish /6/ vs. /t §/ (Brooks 1964). In a moraic
theory, it is not possible to represent such contrasts as the distinction
between one vs. two C positions, since the contrast occurs in onset
segments, where moraic theory posits no prosodic positions at all. The
moraic solution to the problem (McCarthy and Prince (forthcoming)) is to
posit that /t §/ involves two consecutive Root nodes, whereas /6/
involves just one Root node, with two sequential values for the feature
[continuant]. This proposal is argued for on independent grounds by
Sagey (1984 who notes that contour segments like affricates typically
change only one or just a few feature values, contrary to what would be
expected if they had two complete Root nodes.

For the present proposal, this raises the question of how the
sequence on the [continuant] tier should be indexed. I conjecture that
the two values for [continuant] receive the same index, with their
temporal ordering determined simply by their ordering within the
representation. Under such an indexation, the contrasting pair /6 - t §/
would appear as follows:
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(52)a. Representation for /L/

R1: L1: [-voice]1
S1: PM1: M1: [-cont]1 [+cont]1

[+cons]
P1: C1: [ -ant ]1

b. Representation for AR/

R1: L1: [-voice]1 R2: L2: [- voice]2
51: PM1: M1: [- cont]1 S2: PM2: M2: [+cont]2

[ +cons] [ +cons]
P1: C1: [ +ant]1 P2: C2: [ -ant]2

2

The claim implicit in these representations is as follows: an affricate is
the immediate temporal successor of the segment on its left, and the
immediate temporal predecessor of the segment on its right. However, with
regard only to the feature [continuant], an affricate will function as
[ -cont] for purposes of rules applying at its left edge, and as [ +cont] for
purposes of rules applying at its right edge (cf. Sagey 1986). Although
the matter is controversial (Archangeli 1987, Hualde 1988), I believe that
these are in general the right typological predictions to be made about
affricates and similar segments.

The proposed representation for affricates raises the following
question about diphthongs: could not the same sequential representation
be invoked for vowel particles and other features? Such a proposal could
allow for diphthongization in vowels, without the necessity of linking
vowel particles directly to the prosodic tier.

The answer, I believe, lies in the discussion above (section 5) of the
typology of diphthongization: unlike the feature [continuant], vowel

particles characteristically avoid multiple associations to a single
prosodic position. Put in observational terms, diphthongs are inherently
long, but affricates are not. The fact that vowel particles are almost
always constrained to appear one per V position is the crucial indicator
that they are in fact linked to V positions.

It is not clear to me why diphthongs, but not affricates, should be
inherently long. Possibly this has to do with diphthongs being invariably
weight -bearing but affricates only occasionally so; or it may have a
phonetic explanation, based on the speed with which diphthongs vs.

affricates may be articulated. As things stand, I will assume that the

difference in linking possibilities simply is stipulated within the theory.

9.3 Assimilation of Long Segments

Long segments occasionally assimilate as units. For instance, in

Luganda (Clements 1986), /kk/ and /k/ become /L:/ and /6/ respectively
before /i/ or the glide /j /. Such rules occur less frequently than one

might expect, owing to Inalterability effects (cf. Schein and Steriade

1986, Hayes 1986), but they may occur when the rule in question makes no
reference to the prosodic tier.
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If the features of long segments are linked directly to the prosodic

tier, a slightly revised formalism for assimilation rules is necessary. In

particular, I suggest that the primitive formal instruction "Spread

rightward /leftward" be adopted. For the Luganda example just given, this

would allow the rule to be expressed in a unitary fashion, as follows:

(53) Luganda Palatalization

son 1 [ -cons] Manner tier
-cons

0 Dorsal tier: Height
Spread leftward: 0 I Backness

The structural change of the rule is interpreted as follows: whatever
indices were borne by the zero backness specification of /k/ are

transferred to the immediately following I particle. In sequences of the
form kk [ -cons, Il, the I particle will gain two new indices, so that /kk/

becomes /6:1. In cases of the form k [ -cons, Il, the I particle will gain

one new index, so that /k/ becomes /Z /.

A fully explicit account of such rules would form part of a

parametric theory of autosegmental rules, of the type proposed by
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (forthcoming). To pursue this further would
take us too far afield. The point to be made here is that there is no

principled reason why a formalized rule system could not include rules in
which long segments undergo assimilation.

10. Conclusion and Speculation

To conclude, and to summarize the intent of my proposal, I will

review the properties that have been attributed to Clements trees in the

literature.

(a) Natural Feature Groupings: Clements trees are intended to
characterize the groupings of features that may be accessed by
phonological rules.

(b) Taxonoy: Clements trees make predictions about certain logical
dependencies in feature specifications. In particular, if feature F is

dominated by node N, then feature F may not be distinctive for segments
that lack node N. A good example of this is the Coronal node: there are
convincing arguments that when properly defined, the features [strident],

[anterior], and [distributed] are relevant only for coronals. This follows

from the theory, since these features occur dominated by the Coronal
node. For discussion, see Steriade (1985), Keating (forthcoming).

(c) Locality As recent work by Archangeli and Pulleyblank

(forthcoming) and Steriade (1987) makes clear, Clements trees provide the

basis for a highly plausible theory of non -local rule application.

Although details of particular theories vary, the basic idea is roughly as
follows: two autosegments A and B on tier T may be involved in a rule if
either (a) A and B belong to string -adjacent segments (the normal
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requirement); or (b) No autosegment in T intervenes between A and B

( "long- distance" rules). Clements trees form a crucial part of this theory,

in that they specify a limited set of tiers that determine the possible

channels of long -distance rule application.

(d) Docking: The remaining function that has been attributed to
Clements trees is that of providing the feature -bearing units for every

feature and class node. In particular: if T is a tier, then the set of

"T- bearing units" is the set of nodes N that immediately dominate T within

the Clements tree.

The first three functions of Clements are retained in the theory

proposed here. However, under the coindexation approach, the function of
docking becomes suspect: the claim that tiers dock exclusively onto their

mother nodes is what leads to difficulties in the case of diphthongization.

An avenue worth exploring is to suppose that the mother nodes of

tiers within the Clements tree never serve as docking sites; that is, that

the docking sites are to be found only on the prosodic tier. This seems
to be the most restrictive tenable hypothesis, given that the alternative

maximally restrictive claim (that mother nodes are the exclusive docking

sites) is incompatible with the facts.

There are at least two areas in which empirical predictions follow

from a theory in which the prosodic tier is the unique location of

docking.

10.1 Locality

First, such a theory makes claims about rule locality. In particular,

we can investigate whether there are rules that depend on adjacent

docking sites, and whether such docking sites might include the nodes of

the Clements tree. A case of the relevant sort would be as follows.

Suppose node N is a class node that includes features [F] and [G].

Let R be a rule that spreads the feature F rightward onto a segment that

bears the feature [ +H], provided the N -nodes of trigger and target are

adjacent on their tier. Such a rule would be expected to apply, for
example, to the representation in (54a). In the representation of (54b),

however, there is in intervening node N, which is unspecified for F but

specified for a different feature G. If rule R is blocked here, we would

have a clear case in which (a) an intervening docking site blocks a rule;

and (b) the intervening docking site lies within the Clements tree, rather

than on the prosodic tier.

(54)a. C V C V C V C b. C V C V C C V C

I I I I I

o o o o o

I I\ I I I\

N N [+H] N N N [+H]

I I
\

F F G

Archangeli (forthcoming) presents a candidate case of this sort, which is
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however amenable to alternative analyses. My conjecture is that clear

cases of this sort will not be found. This would follow from the claim

that the only docking sites for features and nodes are prosodic positions.

10.2 Inalterability

Schein and Steriade (1984, 1986) and Hayes (1986) propose general

phonological constraints to account for the "Inalterability" phenomenon;

that is, the frequent inapplicability of phonological rules to long

segments. What these proposals have in common is reference to linking;

they all block rules from applying to multiply linked (here, multiply

indexed) autosegments. The reason for this is that accidental "long

segments," consisting of identical sequences created by morpheme

concatenation, typically escape the prohibition.

Assuming some kind of Inalterability constraint, we can ask the

following question: can the linkings relevant to Inalterability be to non -

terminal docking sites, or must they always be to the prosodic tier?

Schein and Steriade (1986) note one case, involving /n/ Retroflexion in

Sanskrit, which suggests the former interpretation. But Archangeli

(forthcoming) has proposed a convincing alternative account of the same

facts, which does not rely on docking to positions within the Clements

tree. The evidence from Inalterability thus appears so far to be

compatible with the claim that the prosodic tier exhausts the set of

docking sites.

As far the correct Inalterability constraint goes, I conjecture that

it is a blend of earlier proposals: that is, the target indices in the

structural description of rules must be matched exhaustively.

10.3 Conclusion

To summarize this section, I believe that the evidence so far is

compatible with a restrictive claim about the docking sites available to

autosegments: they all dock (via the Percolation Convention) directly to

the prosodic tier. Of the four functions of Clements trees noted above,

the fourth is invalid, in that the Clements trees do not determine the

docking sites of autosegments.

As an overall conclusion, I wish to emphasize that the proposal made

here is far less radical than the superficial appearance of the formal

representations would suggest. Most questions of the form "How would the

revised theory handle X ?" are best answered: "The same as in the former

theory." The revised theory retains Clements trees, in modified form, as a

central aspect of phonological representation. Clements trees continue to

perform three of the four functions that they serve in the earlier theory:

they describe characteristic groupings of phonological features, account

for the taxonomy of phonological features, and form the basis of the

theory of rule locality.
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